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ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE

Architecture Area To Become Division?

RWC Considers
F Grade

by Lorraine Corvese

By Whit Hill
For the first time in approximately 15
years, students at RWC will receive F
grades for courses not successfully completed, if a policy change recommendation,
accepted by the Academic Council, is approved by the faculty senate.
The RWC Academic Council met on
Thursday, November 3, to vote on the proposed grade and rate of progress policy.
The goal of the meeting to discuss and
vote on the new proposal to change NC
grades to F's for all but first semester
freshmen, was attained. The following
policy proposal was accepted by the
Academic Council by a majority vote: "For
the first regular semester at RWC, i.e, Fall
or Spring semesters, a new student, who
has completed less than five (5) units at
RWC, will receive a grade of NC for
courses not successfully completed. This
grade will not be reflected in the students'
average. In every subsequent semester a
grade of F will be assigned for courses not
successfully completed. Said grade will be
worth 0.00 quality points and will be
reflected in the students' average."
Currently, students receive the grade NC
for not successfully completing a course.
This grade is not calculated into that stu'dent's Quality Point Ratio (QPR).
Students, other than first semester
freshmen, not assing a course under the
propos po cy'
I
in a 0.00 grade calculated into that
students' QPR.
To become policy, this proposal now requires a 50070 plus one vote from the Faculty Senate, which will meet "sometime in
early December," according to Dean of the
College, Dr. Bart Schiavo. With that vote,
the policy would become effective in the
Fall of '84.
Present at the Academic Council meeting
on Thursday were: Dean of the College,
Dr. Bart Schiavo; Dean of Students, Karen
Haskell; Asst. Dean for Library Services,
Carol DiPrete; Asst. to Dean of the College, Dr. Kenneth Cedergren; Chairman of
the Admissions Committee, Dr. Sheldon
Kagan; Chairman of the Academic Status
Committee, Anthony Iarmucelli; Coordinator of the Humanities Division, Robert
Blackburn; Coordinator of the Fine Arts
Division, Peter Wright; Coordinator of the
I Natural Science Division, Dr. Mark Gould;
Coordinator of the Social Science Division,
Anthony Agostinelli; Coordinator of the
Engineering Technology, Dr. John O'Connell; Coordinator of the Open Division,
John Stout; and Student Senate Representative, Craig Orent.

Steve Gasque, from channel 10 speaks to
career writers

.,.
CHANNEL 10's GASQUE
SPEAKS AT RWC

•

The purpose of the visit will be to examine the architecture program here and
consider it for full accreditation.
Saksena reported that Executive Director of NAAB John Wilson-Jeronimo told
him, "We had put a lot of obstacles in your
path, and didn't think that you could make
your way through so quickly, but you have
come out with flying colors, and therefore,
there was no choice but to approve your
EDP and schedule an accrediting visit."
"The architecture program is retroactive
for 2 years," stated Saksena. "This means
that if we become accredited in 1984,
students who graduate in '83 and '84 will
be considered graduates of an accredited
professional institution. Our reason for acting on the NAAB concerns in such a hurry
is so we could protect our '83 graduates.
If we missed the August '83 deadline, we
would have to wait until '84 and the '83
graduates wouldn't be covered."
Saksena added, "Starting in 1984, in accordance with new requirements of the
NCARB, National Council of Architectural Registration Boards, anyone who is
not a graduate of an accredited professional institution would not be allowed to
take the architectural registration's exam
in order to become a registered architect."
For the architecture area to become a
division, they need to receive approval
from the Engineering Technology Division,
which they have, as well as from the
Academic Council and finally from the

r

Channel 10 Anchorman Steve Gasque
told an audience of career writing students
that reporters with compassion can get
their stories without intruding on a family's grief.
Speaking on Tuesday, November l,just
ten days after the Beirut bombing that
killed nine Rhode Island Marines, Gasque
said, "There's a right to know and a right
to exploit and we didn't do any of that."
WJAR decided from the start not to present the mourning families in its coverage
of the tragedy.
"Still, we had to localize the story so
the greater Providence area could understand it," Gasque said.
In its broadcasts, Channel 10 displayed
pictures of the Marines, and, as the information came in, announced whether the
young men were safe, injured or dead.
"Those families were innocent people
thrown into the spotlight through no fault
of their own," Gasque said. "in dealing
with them, a reporter needs to be a human
being and treat them as he would a
friend. "

in terms of NAAB ••Achievement Oriented
Performance Criteria."
"Requirements made by NAAB are
neither unusual nor unfair," remarked
Director of the Architectural Progam, Raj
Saksena. "They are asking us to do what
they've required of other institutions.
"NAAB made it clear to us that unless
we complied with all concerns we could
receive any number of advisory visits, but
not an accrediting visit. The language they
used in their letter was harsher," Saksena
continued.
.
Saksena explains, "It is increasingly difficult for schools to be accredited. Our
strategy is to make it impossible for NAAB
not to give us an accrediting visit. Now that
we know what the list is, we'll comply and
it will be difficult for them to tell us we are
not serious contenders for accreditation."
"We submitted an EDP, Educational "
Devlopmellt Plan, to NAAB on August
12," Saksena went on. "On October I, at
a meeting in Toronto, the NAAB Board of
Directors approved our EDP clearing the
way for an accrediting visit next spring."

n wo
,
will discuss the architecture area's request,"
stated Dean of the College and Chairperson of the Academic Council, Bart
Schiavo. "They will discuss the pros and
Continued on page 3

Continued on page 3

Grenada Situation
Questioned

*

Christopher Sheehan

Seated left to right are Bob Blackburn, Dr. Shel Kagan, Bart Schiavo, Ken
Cedergren and Tony lannucelli. Other Academic Counsel members present were Dr.
Karen Haskell, Carol DiPrete, Peter Wright, Dr. Mark Gould, Anthony Agostinelli,
Dr. John O'Connell, John Stout and Craig Orent.

A student opinion poll conducted last
week at RWC on recent foreign policy
developments produced some interesting
results.
Six questions were asked on events ranging from Grenada to U.S. international
policy in general. Among the ninety-seven
who answered the breakdown was as
follows.
Question one asked " Do you support
last week's invasion of Grenada?" By a
I ratio of almost three to one students approved. The second question inquired as to
the most likely reason for the operation out
of three possible answers. Forty percent
thought it was primarily to prevent Cuban
domination in the Caribbean as well as
allow Granadians the right to selfdetermination, while about one-fifth felt it
was mainly an overt message to Cuba and

Nicaragua that the U.S. intended to have
its way in Central America. Only thirteen
percent agreed with President Reagan's
original explanation about protecting
American lives with the remainder giving
a combination of the three.
On the role of American Marines helping to keep the peace in Lebanon, forty percent supported the policy with the rest
disapproving and a small percentage
undecided. Question four again had three
choices and asked student opinion on
future policy options in Beirut. Most felt
the U.S. should either withdraw unilaterally
or remain while attempting to replace the
multinational force with a U.S . or nonaligned group. A small fraction of those
polled said the government hould increase
troop levels and change the na ture of the
mission.
The fifth question inquired as to the
overall nature of the Administration's
foreign policy. Opinions were divided three
ways with about forty percent saying it was
too confrontational and overly reliant upon
military force to achieve political solutions.
An equal number of people felt it was firm
but rational with definite long range goals
Continued on page 9
/

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
"Who's been snipping at our Achilles
,heel?"
The other night I happened to wander
into a campus party and immediately I
noticed a really stale, dense tone in the
' lounge air as though someone had been
smoking too many Cuban cucumber cigars.
Within a half of an hour I managed to slip
out th~ front door, totally disgusted,
wondenng whatever happened to the social
·scene on Roger Williams campus.
My first lead to this perplexing question
.carne to me that Monday disguised as a Student Life Party Policy Packet or SLPPP
for short. The SLPPP consisted of a set of
·party rules, a registration form and a sign:up sheet for people wishing to attend the
event. Indeed I felt light as though full of
ether. From what I saw this was a package
informing RWC students on how to have
a party.
The SLPPP addresses the student body
as though rowdy little anti-social termites
ready to destroy, destroy, destroy whatever
they can get their immature little hands on.
Wrong! There are facts that the student life
office overlooks. 1) We are adults preparing to enter the real world of "survival of
the fittest." 2) More than 20 people last
year attempted suicide on R. W. campus
and I feel it is safe to say that over half of
these were over the difficulty in adjusting
to such a repressive Student Life Office and
their demanding social suicide antics. 3)
one third of RWC students are commuters
who cannot handle these socially dry events
and the lack of privacy with RA's breathing
down your back all the time.
The idea of a Student Life Organization
, is to allow students the leeway and opportunity to expand in their social endeavors
as well as their goal for independence and
introduction to Adulthood. To propose
that the student Life has the right to deter· mine what is and what is not a party is as
absurd as giving an arsonist the job of
·determining what is and what is not a safe
fire. A contained fire is safe at that moment, but fires spread easily. The same
holds true for a contained social situation.
What happens when there are 40 attempted suicides this year and five are
successful?
The Student Life Office must understand
that a party isn't an event structured to get
rowdy at or uncontrollably drunk, rather
these are side effects of the party. A party
is a chance for trapped students to meet
people, to let out frustrations and unwind,
a chance to rest a body shocked with rapid
change in environment and curricular
overload and a chance to regain one's shattered senses. You have to let the steam out
of the pot before it explodes. You can't tell
a person who is engaged in such pressures,
"no, no, no." You're stepping on shaky
foundation when you try to repress an adult
who yearns to be free, to expand their
academic and social spectrums.
In the SLPPP we witness warped logic
in action. One statement is quoted as,
"RWC expects all students to drink alcohol
responsibly at all times ." As the student
body expects the SLO to work to expand
the social horizons at the college. I also
recall seeing some SLO people pretty cranked more than once, but will they refer to
that as "responsible?"

"Excess noise, large quantities of alcohol
.and excessive numbers of people in common areas," are items which may lead staff
to determine whether or not there is a party going on. Try telling a person that when
ten people in his unit stop by each with a
beer and they start conversing, that he is
having an illegal party and he is being
fined. The average person cannot do this
this is why we have the fast witted, com:
petent and friendly Resident Assistant.
"Applicants must list what type of
alcohol will be consumed and how much."
Believe it or not that isn't the funny part.
Further on down the page they try to tell
you that it is impossible to predict what and
how much students will drink. But seriously
Mr. Marc Capozza, if you could tell me
what the weight of air in a IOxl2xl6 room
would be with a fixed temperature of 28 C
at 163 feet above sea level and a 64.3 percent Humidity factor, I will tell you to the
ounce what a party of sixty will consume
in alcoholic beverages.
There is also a section entitled Guidelines
which leads to the question, do you people at SLO believe in Free thought or
creativity? Your "STRONG suggestions"
are a turnoff and I believe an embarrassment to the SLO itself. I know I don't need
a bunch of feeble minded, apathetic, selfcentered bunch of strike out artists in life
telling me how to throw any kind of social
event. As far as I can recall, the biggest
failures in social events last year were
thrown by the people who are now trying
to tell me the "best" way to throw an
event.
According to your guidelines, if you had
50 people attending a party at $5 per person, each person would get 3.6 beers, 5.2
ounces of wine, a shot and a half of liquor,
10 ounces of soda and 3/4 of a bag of
potato chips. Does this really sound like a
fun party?
• The feeling I get when holding the
SLPPP packet is one of distrust and deception between the SLO and the student
body. I think the SLO has forgotten who
is paying their salaries and for what reason
they are getting paid. It is plain to see that
we, the students, are being stepped on -and
unless we step back we're going to be crushed. One thing the student has a right to do
is to fight back. Student rights are cherished
and defended well across this country. If
each of you complain to the senate, the
SLO, the Dean, and the President about
this or any problem, the SLPPP will be
junked and RWC's social life will again
thrive. For the college to chose bad PR in
such a sensitive situation as social life is
very slim. Remember it is the student who
keeps the school going and pays these
peoples' salaries. Don't let them steer you
blindly.
John Hirchak

Un.familiar
Surroundings
By Christopher Sheehan

This year has marked a significant
change in the focus of the Student Life Office: With the addition of three new professionals and the promotion of Marc
Capozza to Director, the office has made
major changes in the administration of the
judicial system, housing assignments and
the room change system. Along with these
specific advancements, the overall emphasis
of the operation has moved to one of increased dialogue and involvement between
~tudents and staff. Of major importance
IS the con~ept of students being responsible for their own behavior and actions. Not
only are there three new professionals but
the implementation of Project Impact has .
added a new dimension to residence hall
living.
Project Impact, with its rainbow-shaped
logo, signifies all organized activities sponsored by the Student Life Office, R.A. 's
o~ s~udents. These events, ranging from
picmcs to wo.rkshops, from speakers to parties, ar~ designed to give students an opportumty to meet each other and to expose
themselves to new values and ideas.
T? this point, Project Impact has proven Itself to be very successful, with many
students participating in the activities of
their living units. It is hoped that as the program develops, more students will take advantage of these activities through active
planning of the events themselves. Besides
numerous parties and recreational pro..grams, Project Impact events have taken
the form of a Janitor Appreciation Day,
a Room Decorating Contest and
~orksh?ps on various issues, mini golf
night, tnps to Boston, unit dinners movie
nights and many more planned e~ents.

The RWC International community
comprised of students from many parts of
the world, is growing rapidly, providing an
inte~e~tin~ addition to the student body.
LIVIng m a strange environment far from
home can sometimes create a sense of isolation, as students -try to adjust to a different
lifestyle. For some, corning from European
societies with similarities to the United
States, it is easy. For others from places like
Nigeria and Saudi Arabia, things such as
climatic changes can be difficult and the
way people interrelate can at times seem
bizarre.
"One thing I did not understand at first
was how people over here can sit together
someplace and not communicate with each
other." said Garu, an engineering student
from northern Nigeria. "If, for instance,
back home you are waiting at a bus stop
and someone comes along and sits down,
for them not to greet you and talk for a
few. minutes would be taken as enmity or
a SIgn of rudeness. This seemed very
strange to me until I realized that it is just
the way Americans are. Also, the weather
over here takes a lot of getting used to. In
Nigeria there is no snow at all and our rainy
season could be compared to your winter.
Although the rains are short in duration
they are so intense you cannot see from on;
side of the street to the other. This makes
driving next to impossible," he added.
Fortunately, for most of the students
language is not a problem. This is due to
th~ir learning English starting in the
pnmary grades and continuing on through
secondary school. The result is an ability
to read and write well along with being able
to converse with a minimum of difficulty,
Continued on page 9
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Gramp's
Clean Machine
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· 245·4583·
Complete Laundry & Dry Cleaning'
Service
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time and efforts to the last issue and were
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by Linda Moseff

TWO TIMING
by Tony Longo

cons and arguments of this issue. HopefulIy, they will make a recommendation to the
Faculty Senate."
"The Faculty Senate, which is made up
of all the faculty members including the
librarians and Director of Audio Visual,
will meet in December to talk over this
issue," Schiavo continued. "I can't participate in the debate since I'm Chairperson for the Faculty Senate. It's really a
faculty decision."
Saksena recommended that RWC hold
a competition open to registered architects
to design the new campus Architectue
Divison building. A jury of architects will
judge all entries, select winners, and award
a commission to the first place winner.
In a memo, Saksena listed the advantages of the competition. "1. It will result
in an outstanding design by stimulating the
widest exploration of ideas. 2. It will
generate publicity for the school. 3. It will
attract potential students to the Architecture Program. 4. Professionals will view the
competition as serious evidence of our commitment to the Program and will attract
potential faculty to the school."
"The Board of Trustees of the college
formed the Architectural Building Committee which approved the competition,"
Saksena went on . "We are applying for a
grant for partial funding of the competition to the National Endowment of the '
Arts."
There are 7 full time faculty members in '
the architecture area plus 15 adjunct faculty. "We are assessing future needs for
faculty," said Saksena. "We are a professional school and want to maintain a good
balance between full time and adjunct
faculty. It's not necessary for us to have
all full time faculty. We'll bring in people
who teach specialized subjects."
President William Rizzini commented,
"I support the formation of an Architectural Division, but I'm an administrator,
not a faculty member. The faculty is the
primary body to decide if they want to
divide themselves into divisions and areas."
"An architecture student gets his or her
own drawing table; it belongs to him. It's
one of the things he pays for. He can go
to it any time he wants," Rizzini went on.
"There are 250 architecture majors right
now. If you multiply the space needed for
·each student, then it becomes rapidly evident that they need more space."
O'Connell remarked, "The curriculum
for the architecture program is now 5 years.
It is quite different from the 4 year architec·tural engineering technology 'program . A
program whose purpose is different than
other programs in the division is the immediate reason for architecture to be a
division. "
"It's not so much that we want to
become a division," said Saksena, "we
need to be a division."

,• .....•.....
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The Student Senate voted Wednesday
night to support the Association of R.l.
Student Senates (ARISE) on keeping the
. drinking age at twenty.
President of the Student Senate Steve
Cardi discussed the idea of a student .legal
program. "It's something I feel the
students need," said Cardi.
Providence Attorney Charles H. Lonardo of Connors & Kilguss Associates was
introduced at the meeting to explain his
proposal of an S.L.S. (Student Legal Service) program.
According to Lonardo there would be
an on call attorney to give advice and
counsel to students on all disputes from
landlord disputes to parking tickets.
The S.L.S. wouldn't get involved in any
internal affairs or student to student
disputes because of a conflict of interest.
According to Vice President . Edward
Fox, the Senate will be discussing the
needs of an S.L.S. program and where the
money would come from at the next
meeting.
Fox will be meeting with a representative of the banking community on Tuesday, Nov. 8, to get banking on campus.
"We're looking at check cashing and, or,
an automatic teller," said Fox.
A Phone-a-thon to benefit the college
will be held on Nov. fourteenth at &:00 in
the Development Office. Volunteers are
needed to call alumni, giving updates on
the school and to request donations.
Money raised will go to school improvements, programs, scholarships, and
equipment.
In other news, the Senate voted no to
the motion tha senators using the copy
service for personal use would pay 5 cents
as opposed to the student rate of 10 cents.
The Senate also appointed Tracey
Heunemann to the College Oiscipli ary
Committee and Christina Penepinto was
appointed as Chairman of Public Affairs
Committee.
Phone directories are still available in
the Senate office. They contain phone
numbers for Dorm I, Doom II, and
Almedia. There will be a xeroxed supplement for Dorm III, by Thanksgiving.
The next Senate meeting will be
Wednesday Nov. 9, at 6:00 in the Senate
office. Meetings are open to all students.
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"You ask them peripheral questions
and hope they will open up and speak of
the questions everyone else in Rhode
Island would be wondering," Gesque told
his audience. "That way, we avoided exploiting their situation."
In the question and answer session that
followed, Gasque described his start in
TV news. After graduating from Johns
Hopkins with a degree in political science,
he played guitar in a rock and roll band
for two years.
"I wasn't making any money, so 1 cut
off my pony tail and went to work as a
newsroom secretary for Channel 22 in
Springfield. "
. Gasque advised future reporters to start
with a little job and work up.
"It never fails," he said. "When all the
reporters are tied up and a big story
breaks, the "gofer" has to cover the
story. How he covers it will determine his
future as a journalist."
Gasque generated interest as he described the process of assembling a videotape
story about a local harvest fair-narrating
the story, then choosing the music, and
finally, selecting the bits of film that best
capture the flavor of the event. "It's so
much fun," he said.
Gasque summarized by reminding
students that "getting the story and giving
people information they can use is the
line-no excuses, never late, never
bottom
.
incomplete, never one-sided. It's your job
and integrity is part of the job."

••
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(Right next to Bristol Motor Lodge)
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Guest Speaker
Lucian Stryk
Lorraine Corvese

.
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If your idea of eating out is gobbling
down hard boiled eggs and drinking from
a carton of milk while driving; then you
must be a full-time commuting student who
works full-time at night.
It is easy to distinguish the so-called
"double full-timer" from a normal nonworking resident student. They are the ones
with bags under their eyes, untied shoes,
messy hair, and are always asking passersby
for the time. The word, time, seems to
begin each of their sentences: time to wake
up, time for class, time to go to work , and
time to catch a few hours of sleep so I can
wake up in time for class in the morning.
Never ask these people for a ride because
there is no room for you in their car. The
back seat is usually reserved for text-books,
note pads, pens, and extra clothes in case
they spill their coffee on themselves while
driving down Hope Street. The passenger
side is where all meals are kept in a large
shopping bag along with a bus schedule in
case their car breaks down.
Studying is the working student's biggest
problem simply because there is little time
during the normal hours of the day to do
this. Most studying is done between 12:00
midnight and 2:00 a.rn., between classes,
during slow periods at work, and
sometimes during class. There is little studying done on weekends which are reserved for literally passing out in front of the
television with an open book across his or
her mid-section.
Yes, working and going to college full
time is tiring but it does have its advantages. There is, for instance, a certain
degree of self-reliance, structure, and
responsibility involved which is great training for a future in the working force. One
of the greatest advantages the commuter" en -workers have over average students
is that they never worry about the future
after graduation or ponder their existence
in college. Why? Simply because they don't
have time to worry or think.

•

The Creative Writing Department
featured the first speaker of their lecture
series, poet Lucien Stryk, on October 20.
This visit was Stryk's fifth reading at
RWC in the past 14 years. He read from
an incomplete, unpublished series of poems
about Italy, and from his chapbook, Cherries, which RWC's Ampersand Press
recently published.
One of his stops on a speaking tour of
colleges, RWC has special meaning to
Stryk. "I admire RWC," he said. "It's
wonderful to go to a school where creative
writing is taken as seriously as it is here.
It must be true then for other things RWC
does."

page 3

Stryk's poetry is influenced by his
dedicated interest in Zen Buddhism. "I've
been interested in Zen for about 25 years .
I write of these interests extensively. I felt
a need for what I imagined Zen offered.
It did . Sometimes, I simply want to please
myself when I write my poetry, not •
necessarily to have it published," Stryk
said.
Creative Writing Instructor Bob
McRoberts organized Stryk's visit and the
publishing of Cherries. "Lucien and I were
corresponding because of the book and we
talked over a time for him to do a reading,"
state McRoberts .
"I've known him since 1969, when be
gave the inaugural reading for the Creative
Writing Program," added McRoberts . "I
first heard him in anti-Vietnam readings in .
the~60's. When it came my turn to do a
chapbook series, I wrote to Stryk , I didn't
think I'd be lucky enough to get a
manuscript from him, but I did. He sent
one almost immediately."
"He's had close associations with the
college," commented McRoberts. "He
likes to come back every few years so new
students can see him ."
.
Also in the creative writing guest series
is novelist George Garrett. He is scheduled to appear at RWC on November 17.

The Rhode Island Republican Party is' •
making a strong effort to involve college
students in the state's political activities.
A holiday open house, scheduled for
December 8, is being planned and sponsored by college students interested in
political participation. If you are interested
in the planning of this statewide event,
please contact the Rhode Island Republican
Party at 421-2570 to attend the October
27th organizational meeting.

For your disti ctive taste we
stock a large collection of
hand craftedjewelry, genuine
cloisonne earrings, belts,
combs, oriental sneakers,
sandals, 100% cotton tops
and oriental gift items.
Open 7 Days A Week
rrom

10:30 am-6:00 pm

162 Tbames St. • Newport, R.I.

401-846-0038

Flowers and Gifts
- Weekly 1.99 Cut Flower SpecialsWall Hangings

3

1elefiom

Low Maintenance Plants
Inexpensive Gifts

************************~

10% TO RWC STUDENTS WITH J.D.

93SoDding Ave.

Prompt Delivery
all m!!l0r ~edit.eards,

"253·2330
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ENTERTAINMENT

SOAP OPERA
STUDENTS

Getting Out
By t:risb Farrell

What The
Moon Said

Nutcracker Schedule

By Whit Hill
by Jobn Mongillo

Soap Operas. You know, they're the
programs which offer viewers a fantasy
world, bad acting, and the monotonous,
continuing, everlasting dilemmas. Yet,look
around and notice how many RWC
students sit down to watch these programs
on a daily basis. Why do they allow
themselves to be kept "hanging" on
Fridays and "guessing" on Mondays?
"Because it takes up time and I like to find
out what's next," said RWC freshman
John Young, a long time follower of
"General Hospital."
Indeed, it wouldn't be too difficult to get
involved in a daytime soap, considering
that they dominate television. "There's
nothing else to watch," pointed out
sophomore Jeff Honeck, who became interested in soap operas through a friend.
Though a few students find themselves
watching soap operas, because they are
bored with cartoon re-runs, many are
thoroughly indulged in the suspense, and
the excitement of these programs.
Freshman Bob Cardini watches "General
Hospital," the most popular daytime soap
on campus, because "I enjoy watching
adventure." "It's interesting and I like it,
but I don't watch it regularly," said student Gayle Schapiro.
Depending on the individual's schedule,
the soaps can offer a student an entertaining break before, between, or after classes.
And it isn't uncommon to learn that
students have scheduled their classes
around their favorite soap opera. That's
how hooked some are. So don't be suprised if you hear soap opera fanatics scream
in terror because Peter Jennings has just
interrupted the fabulous world of "All My
Children," so that he can give an update
on some world news.
Just as students tastes may differ in the
music they listen to, so do the soap operas
that they watch. Some prefer the more
serious soaps, such as "The Guiding
Light," and "All My Children," over a
show like "General Hospital," which is
lighter in tone than the other soaps Duncan
Hughes, a freshman, has been watching
"The Guiding Light" for two years and
never got into "General Hospital" because
"it is too much of a comedy." However,
Walter Kvinge, also a freshman, watches
"General Hospital" because of its comic
traits. "I find humor in the bad acting,"
he laughs.
Let's not forget that some RWC students
turn to the soaps because of the romance,
and all those bed scenes. "Let's put it this
way; Come Tuesday, I'll need some heavy
passion, so I go to the soaps. It's the only
way I can make it until Friday," said an
anonymous source.
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"Getting Out," a Coffeehouse Theatre
presention directed by Peter Wright, was
a sensational and moving performance
despite criticisms from some members of
the audience over the use of obcsenities in
the script.
The setting takes place in a small
modern-day community in Southern Kentucky, with the story line revolving around
the life of a young teenage girl's experiences
in an Alabama prison and her encounters
after being released.
The nature of the play and the reality of
prison life as we know it enabled the audience to feel the intensity of the acting, as
scenes shifted form past to present, revealing memorable experiences in Arlie
Holsclaw's life.
Holsclaw, the main character, was portrayed in her past life by Diane Crespo and
Marjorie Borkhan revealed her present.
Overall, this was a successful mainseason
play, due to the spectacular and talented
acting of the performers and the responsive attitude of the audience during the nine
nights of the play.

Festival BaDet
Presents The Nutcracker.
Festival Ballet under the co-direction of
Christine Hennessy and Winthrop Corey,
will present Tchaikovsky's ever-popular
.holiday favorite, 1HE NUTCRACKER at
the Providence, Performing Arts Cen;er,
on December 9th, 10th, and lIth, with
both matinee and evening performances.
This traditional dance event will star
Francesca Corkle as the Sugar Plum Fairy,
Winthrop Corey as her Cavalier, Clyde
Nantais as DrosseIm yer, and Michael
Thomas will make a guest appearance.
Festival Ballet will joyously offer the
visual fantasy of an embellished growing
Christmas tree, and the delicate graceful
beauty of a Winter snowfall, as all who
view this wonderful holiday production,
can journey through a storybook land of
personal visions and dreams.
Ticket prices are SI5, SI2, SIO, & S6.
Group rates, Children's Discounts, Master
Charge, and Visa accepted. Call Festival
Ballet (401) 353-1129 or PPAC Box Office
(401) 421-9075. Funded ' in part by the
Rhode Island State Council on the Arts.

Date and Time of Performance
On Friday, October 21, at 12:30, a recepFriday, December 9 at 7:30 p.m,
tion was held in the Conference Room of
the Administration Building, honoring ~ December 10 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m,
RWC Creative Writing Teacher and 'Sunday, December I I at 2:30 p.m.
Place
Department Head Geoffrey Clark, whose
first collection of short stories, entitled Providence Performing Arts Center
"What the Moon Said," was recently
Ticket Prices
published.
.
.
SI5.00; SI2.00; SIO.00; S6.00
The collection, which contains nine of
Children's Discounts,
Clake's short stories, was officially releas- '
Visa and Master Charge
ed on October first and "campus response
has been very good, very positive," said
Creative Writing Teacher Bob McRoberts.
Program
McRoberts is handling campus sales and
copies of "What the Moon Said" may be
Nutcracker,
obtained from him at the cost of $3.95.
Tchaikovsky's beloved holiday ballet.
Clark said of his recent publication,
"I'm delighted, naturally. It's especially
gratifying to see it all under one cover since . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
stores like this usually appear only in
--IIiI-~t=II~EJE~=~-1
literary magazines."
Clark's first published story appeared in
the 1970 issue of what he referred as "an
obscure magazine" called Plaintiff, I
published in Minnesota.
i
Pam Clark, the author's wife, said, "I !
think he deserves this very much. It's I
always been a dream of his, ever since I've I
known him." They've been married 18 '
years. She added, "It's about time he got
published."
"Clark's evocation of rural Michigan
and its people is moving and astonishing.
He has an ear for speech patterns and an
earthy. realistic sense of character," said I
Publisher's Weekly in a review of "What
the Moon Said."
Clark has no immediate plans for
another book, though he said, "maybe
sometime, just not right away."
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Costume Madness '
by Sharon Nickerson
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Saturday night's Halloween bash in the
cafeteria was filled with hordes of nuts in
their costumes. The evening was an odd
mixture of mob guys, dudes in cowboy
hats, Hollywood stars, even a six pack of
Moosehead. There was also quite a few cats
and dance-hall girls.
Musical guests, The Shittons, rock and
rolled all night away in a more upbeat
power. The lead singer of The Shittons,
Judy Garrick, and Social Committee Cochairmen Michelle Lupo and Carl Von
Dassel were the judges for the best
costumes.
The night was taken over by Michael
Gioseffi who won first prize for best
costume, as the FTD Florist. Gioseffi said,
"It took hours to get ready, but I've been
getting prepared for weeks now. The gold
paint I have allover my body is a new to
the market paint that washes off very easily but looks like it's really on there for
good. The only complaint I have is that the
paint sticks in my eye a bit. And. no, I am
not the tin man as everyone thinks I am."
The second place winners were Margaret
Godsil and Lisa Josefiah who were the milk
and cookies pair. Third prize went to the
six pack of beer. In that costume were
Tracey Hewnmann, Kathy Cuyllie, Rose
Celleviva, Magalie Manblaisir, Kathy Cardish and Debbie DeToie. The prizes for
best costume were: first prize-a ten speed
bike; second prize-a black and white .
television; and third prize-a S50 gift cer- .
tificate at Tweet Balzano's.
Lupo said, "I'm really pleased with the
amount of people who turned up in
costumes, As far as the best costume winners, we based our decision of originality.
It was definitely a hard decision ."
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ENTE TAINMENT
NEW SERIES
ON VOLUNTEERISM

Coupola Restored
by Mike Isaac

The Rhode Island Commission on
Volunteerism and Citizen Participation announces the debut of a new series entitled,
"Volunteerism in Rhode Island."
This series will be programmed throughout
all cable systems in Rhode Island on
various dates as scheduled by each cable
system.
As the first agency of its kind to use cable
television as a communication medium, the
Commission hopes to gain recognition for
volunteerism, and to pay tribute to the
thousands of volunteers who serve Rhode
Island.
Representative John R. Assalone, Chairman of the Commission, believes that
"Volunteerism in Rhode Island" will be a
powerful vehicle thorugh which to motivate
the public because it will reach a large
percentage of the population.
"I project tat the series will get other
volunteer agencies involved in the use of
cable television as a vital tool for the
future," states Assalone.
Each vignette will concentrate on one
volunteer within a specific agency. The first
presentation of "Volunteerism In Rhode
Island" will focus on handicapped individuals and access into public buildings.
The Commission hopes to inform
viewers of the many issues that face this
state, and to call attention to the need for
people to work in voluntary association as
a way to resolve these problems.
"People are beginning to learn that
government can't be all things to all people. We must seek alternative ways to
secure our resources if we want to preserve
our quality of life," explains Steven C.
Richards, Director of the Commission.
The purpose of the Commission is to
promote citizen involvement in Rhode
Island in order to aid society where government cannot.

The American Studies Club, affiliated
with the Historic Preservation Dept., under
Dr. Kevin Jordan at RWC, recently announced intentions of restoring the cupola
atop the Bristol "Dreadnaught" firehouse,
located on the corner of Church and High
Streets in Bristol.
The original cupola, designed between
1895-1900, was the work of Wallace Howe,
designer of the ballroom at Linden Place.
At the moment, plans are being finaliz. ed as to how to begin the project. "We
don't know whether to bring the cupola
down or work on it up there," stated Jordan. "It will take a much shortertime to
complete, if we take it down, because more
people can work on it in their spare time.
Once started, it should only take four or
five weeks to finish," he said.

Historic Preservation Department's Dr.
Kevin Jordan.
"We need between $1200-$1500 to complete the job," said Coordinator of Fund
Raising and Public Relations, Jennifer S.
Dutton. "If we make more than we need,
we'd like to guild the weathervane, too."

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I l' '83-'84 MESSENGER ad rates

A barometer will be placed on the front
of the firehouse, to let the townspeople
know the progress being made toward the'
project. "We hope to get the students of
RWC together with the townspeople to
make this a group effort and improve the
relations between them," said Dutton.
"Fundraising," said Dutton, "will include a raffle comprised of gifts donated
by local merchants and a basketball game
between members of RWC faculty and
Bristol firefighters."

Basketball Tournament
by Matt Sullivan

The Student Life Office and the Student
Senate sponsored a 24 hour basketball tournament, Saturday, October 22, with the
benefit proceeds to the American Cancer
Society. The tournament started at 9:00
p.m. Saturday night, with over 200 people
in and out of the gym all night.
Student Senate Coordinator of Public
Affairs, Jody Smith, who ran the event,
said, "we scored 1,702 points. The four
major teams were Units 4 and I and the 2nd
and 3rd floors."
Everything was donated by Student Services and Food Services." We took four
breaks that night. We had a magician and
a clown, who were very entertaining," added Smith.
"I played 16 non-stop hours," said
Smith. "I had hoped to go all 24 hours but
by I p.m. we closed up because there was
no one left to play. "We'll try again next
year."
For next semester, Smith says, "We're
doing another event, which' was very suecessfullast year, the Miller High Life Wrist
Wrestling." This event will be held for
Eaucr Seals,
Provi dence.
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Secretary Brightens Day
by Catberine C. Gee

The Dean of Students Office creates a
friendly, comfortable atmosphere for its
visitors. Students, parents, faculty and
other administrators are greeted with a
pleasant smile.
That smile comes from the Dean of
Students' secretary Annette Chauvin. "Annette is a very friendly person, " says workstudy student Doris Albrecht. "She is a
wonderful person to work with," adds Student Life Office secretary Terry Pasqua!.
To sum up Annette's importance to the offices on the first floor of Dorm I Towers
Two and Three, Pasqual says, "When I'm
in doubt about anything, I ask Annette."
Annette knows a great deal about RWC
and the way it operates. If she doesn't have
the answer she knows where to find it.
"Annette made things easy for me when
I started as a work-study student," confides
Albrecht. "She was very easy to get to
know."
Before Annette joined the RWC staff,
she was a church organist. Annette's
musical talent reaches back before she
graduated from RWC in music.
Annette began working for the Dean of
Students Office in October 1980 when she
was "bumped" due to union superiority
policy from her position as Faculty
Secretary for the Open Division. Annette
came to her present job unfamiliar with
policies, procedures and people. She had
only been working in the Open Division
since April, 1980. According to Dean of
Students Karen Haskell, the day Annette
came to work •'was the best day of my
life ."
Annette feels she is working in a "unique atmosphere," because everyone gets
along in a "family" way. Annette enjoys
her job a great deal because of the "variety" it offers, She:.! dds ~h a c ckle··
can't expect anything" abou"t''''e'a~9chr''d~a'''Y'!&'s---'-''-'-~1
schedule, but that's what keeps Annette on
her toes.
Sure, there are days when Annette just
wants "to get away and go home," but
everyone has a bad day every once in a
while.
When Annette gets her well deserved
days off, she spends them at her Warren
home with her husband, well-known at
RWC and in Bristol as "Frenchy the
Barber." Annette has two children and a
grandson who live away from home and
one child who "lives at home and works
as a nurse at Silver Creek." Annette is
pleased with the way things have turned out
because she is happy and her kids have
done what they've wanted to do.
Annette has helped build a strong foundation in the Dean of Students Office and
is the heart behind its operation. Annette's
warm heart and cheerful smile are a great
asset to the office, and the RWC community, as well as her secretarial skills and strong
ability to deal with people.
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RWC CHOOSES MV 10,000
By Lorraine Corvese

Transcendental Meditation lecturer
teacher Suzanne Von Stryker.Edson

Transcendental Meditation
by Anne B. Wagner

An introductory lecture on· the
Transcendental Meditation program (TM)
was held on Monday, October 24.
TM lecturer and teacher, Suzanne Edson, described TM as "a simple technique
you practice for 15-20 minutes twice daiIy." The relaxation that occurs during
meditation is said to reduce stress and to
increase awareness.
Edson said that TM differs from other
meditations. "It isn't a religion or a
philosophy and requires no dietary
changes. You do it for its practical
benefits-s-how you feel afterwards." TM
does not require athletic ability.
.
TM was popularized in the mid-60's by
the Beatles who became followers of the
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Mahesh lifted TM
from its Hindu context and presented it as
a technique for coping with the hustle and
bustle of 20th century life.
Since that time, TM has attracted a wide
following, especially among students.
Research documenting lowered metabolism
rates and heightened perception has been
reported in The American Journal of
Physio/~and ScientificAmerican. Some
doctors prescribe'TM for patients with insomnia, hypertension and bronchial
asthma.
Edson said the lecture covered what TM
is and how to approach learning it.
"I want to emphasize the practical
benefits;" she said. "A decrease in stress
can help you become a happier person."
Edson, a Portsmouth resident, has been
teaching TM for nine years.

HIS HOLINESS
MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI
Founder of the Transcendental Meditation and
TM-Sidhi program; Science of Creative Intelligence and Vedic Science; Maharishi International University, U.S .A.; Maharishi European
Research University, Switzerland; Maharishi
Academy of Vedic Science, India; Maharishi
University of Natural Law, England; and the
World Government of the Age of Enlightenmenl.

RIZZINI HOSTS
ALPHA CHI
By Lorraine Corvese
Members of Alpha Chi, the RWC national honor scholarship society, were invited to RWC President William Rizzini's
house for wine and cheese following an
Alpha Chi meeting on October 18.
The social event, which a dozen people
attended, was the first time Alpha Chi
members visited the president's home.
"Alpha Chi is a very special group," said
Rizzini. "These are the top students in the
college. We spend a lot of time trying to
help students better themselves, but too
many times we neglect the better student
who ought to be recognized as an achiever.
It's a step forward for RWC to have such
.
a group on campus."
"President Rizzini invited us so he could
meet the Alpha Chi students and to give
them the opportunity of meeting him,"
remarked Alpha Chi Sponsor Joshua Stein.
The Alpha Chi group at RWC began
with Dean of Students and First Assistant
Sponsor of Alpha Chi Karen Haskell in the
spring of 1981. "When I was here, we had
an RWC honor society that was created to
recognize academic achievement. But if we
could affiliate with a national honor society
it would give the college visibility and provide the honor students the opportunity to
interact with other honor students in the
country. They can do this because of the
chapter system Alpha Chi has."

RICCOTTI'S '
Sandwich Shop
BEER&WINE

servied on premises
HOT OVEN GRINDERS

heated on request
PIZZAS • SYRIAN BREAD

11Gooding Ave. - '53-161~

Continued on page 7
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"We wanted something brand new, ' ;
RWC recently purchased a new comPomeroy added . "Not three or four years
puter, the Data General Eclipse MY 10,000.
old because then it would be-obsolete in a
It was delivered on August 18. Terminals
few years. This computer was put in just
arrived at the end of September and the
before classes started.
hookup of two disc drives will be at the end
Rolland Everitt is our new chief
of October.
Systems/Applications Programmer, "
The search for a better computer started
stated Cutting. "Without his efforts, this
in February of '83. The first choice was a
system wouldn't be available for general
Digital Equipment Corporations Vax
use at this time . The addition of Rolland
11/780. Computer information systems into the computer staff was nicely coorstructor Al Cutting explains, "Skip
dinated with the acquisition of the new
Pomeroy, Bart Schiavo and I spent last
machine."
semester talking with vendors to see what
"Any time there's a new system incomputer could service the most students
troduced, there are inevitable problems,"
at one time and to see what kind of softsaid Computer Information Systems Inware packages came with it. We went
structor Mark Brickley. "Rolland has gotthrough an extensive search. We had often the systems through several initial
fers from Prime and Data General. DG was
problems. "
the first machine of a new generation. It'
"Every day is a new adventure in fixing
uses the latest technology and is twice as
things," replied Everitt.
fast as the Vax 11/780."
Everitt's other contributions include
"We spent a year talking with various
devising a menu system in which major
companies and wanted to go for - a quancategories of software can be seen in list
tum leap in capability over the old comform on the viewing screen and can be
puter," said Director of Academic Comreferred to for more detailed information
puting Skip Pomeroy. "We wanted a more
and help. "After working with the
powerful system, one that could use more
types of programs, was faster, and could . students, we found what they have the most
problems with. The menu is for beginners
support more users . It's two or three times
and for people in a hurry," said Everitt.
faster than anything else we could have
"This new computer system is very difgotten.
ferent from other systems I've worked on
"Now with this computer, any person
before," Everitt went on. "There are more
sitting at his or her terminal has three to
languages, the terminals are better, the
four times more power than the entire
system we had before," continued . system is user friendly and it's helpful to
faculty. The error message is better because
Pomeroy.
•
it can tell you more easily what you did
"There are three reasons why we chose
wrong."
the MV 10,000," explained Cutting. "First,
"The object code for each language is
it has a 32 bit' architecture which means we
compatible for each other;" Everitt COD- .
can run larger programs on it. The other
tinued. "This. means someone can write
computer had only 16 bits. Second, it's
sub-routines in one language and call them
several times faster. It can service more
in another. This is an unusual capability
students in a shorter time. There's less wait
and unique for the programmer.
for the students. Third, it can support a
"The computer served mostly business
larger variety of software packages inand engineering students but now we want
cluding programs and languages.
to provide service for everyone on cam"The theoretical maximum of students
pus," said Everitt.
the computer can service at one time is
Brickley commented, "We'll be adding
192," Cutting went on. There are 70 ter- -,
a number of advanced courses to be offered
minals connected to the computer. Twensoon such as Data Base, Systems Analysis
ty to twenty-five are for faculty and staff
and Computers in Society. As the faculty
use, the rest are for the students. Terminals
in the computer department has grown and
will be put in the classroom buildings and
we have the facilities, we can offer advancmicro lab. The writing center in the
ed level courses."
Humanities pod will have two terminals
Soon the old music room in the bottom
where students can use the word processer.
of the library will be opening up as another
The MV 10,000can do business graphics,
computer room. "The music room has
charts and graphs. It has increased disc
been moved to the fifth floor of dorm II,"
storage being able to hold 700 million
replied Everitt. "They needed more room
characters over the former computer's 60
and so did we. It's not firm but there's a
million. Twenty more graphics terminals
rumor that the computer center is moving
were bought in addition to the ten from last
to the Theatre/Arts building after the
year. The new computer can also use more
theatre department moves into their new
languages. The new 600 line per minute
place." •
printer is twice as fast as last year's and has
"I believe we are the first college in the
the potential for graphics output as well as
US to get an MV 10,000," said Everitt.
character output.
"Data General was interested in getting inThe college is paying for the new comto the academic market. We're like a
puter on a four year lease purchase. After
showcase. We're being called by salesmen
payment is made during the next four
to see how the computer is working out and
years, the college will own it.
if the college can be used as a reference."
"We're not allowed to say how much it
"People have called us from Australia
cost," said Pomeroy, "but we got one of
and Alaska asking if we like the system,"
the better deals any college could get. We
said Pomeroy.
paid a ridiculously small amount. Data
"There's a two year waiting list for comGeneral was very generous to us by giving
puters from Data General," added
us all the software in the deal as well as the
Pomeroy. "DG is selling to the governhardware. The list price for everything was
ment, E.F. Hutton and The Marriot. We
$3/4 million. The college paid less for this
are the first school-to get one."
system than for other systems that were
half as powerful.
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Alternate
Water Supply
By Anne B. Wagner

-. An ancient folk art succeeded where

. modem technology failed when RWC
searched for alternative water sources.
In 1981, drought conditions forced
Bristol County Water Co. to impose restrictions on its customers, including RWC. At
the same time, the college was planning to
expand its physical plant . Thus, the administration initiated a study of supplementary water sources to assure adequate
supply.
Director of Physical Plant William Nott
proceeded through conventional means to
establish wells on college property. Two
separate drilling operations, costing $6,000,
failed to yield water.
At this juncture, a friend of the college
suggested to Nott that he consult a dowser,
a person who locates underground water
with a forked stick called a divining rod.
"My grandfather had that ability," Nott
said, explaining why he followed through
on the unusual suggestion.
He then contacted Edward P. Jastram
of Rehoboth, MA and his partner William
B. Broadly of Cataumet, MA. Both are
retired physicists and members of the
American Society of Dowsers.
Jastram's procedure for l~ water
is first going to the site and obtaining a map
or sketch of the territory. Using a pendulum, he dowses the map, marking the
course of the underground streams. In addition, he determines the direction of flow,
gauges the rate of flow in gallons per
minute, estimates the depth below ground
level, and specifies whether or not the water
is potable.
Then Jastram goes to the site itself and
dowses the territory with a divining rod he
fashioned from ~-inch, solid, nylon rods
tied together to form a Y.
"Some people use willow or hazel sticks
because they are traditional water-seeking
woods," Jastram said. Other dowsers
utilize short rods bent at right angles and
held one in each hand. It depends on the
individual's preference.
Grasping the fcrked ends, palms up, and
holding the rod parallel to the ground, he
then walks over the property near the
. predetermined locations, When the end of
the rod forcefully dips, it indicates water
beneath the surface.
At RWC, Jastram's map dowsing and
territory dowsing both indicated that the
largest source of underground water lay
under the football field. Rejecting that site
as inconvenient, Nott chose a second location, pinpointed on the dowsing map, for
drilling. This time the water flowed.
Jastram had estimated the water levelto be
about 375 feet below ground. According to
Nott, the drill hit water at 400 feet. Jastram
had estimated the rate of flow at 30-50
gallons per minute. Actually, the flow was
15 gpm,
- "Too little for the college," Nott said,
"but good for a home or restaurant."
The well was subsequently capped .
The art of dowsing has been a part of
Man's culture since prehistory. Although
it eludes scientific explanation, it remains
a valuable technique even in the era of 20th
century technology.

Alpha Chi
continued from page 6
Every honor society has its own criteria.
"When we were looking for such a
group," Haskell continued, "we found the
best match of criteria to be Alpha Chi. We
applied, they evaluated us and they accepted us."
"Dean Aldrich and I asked Joshua Stein
to advise this group. The community sees
Josh as representative of an inquiring intellect who values learning tremendously.
What better person to advise an honor
society."
Alpha Chi recently obtained a room on
the fifth floor of Dorm II for a lounge.
"It's a place where students can meet, relax
and discuss on and off campus activities;
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Complete Car and Truck Repair
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President of Student Senate, Steve <:;ardi

10% DISCOUNT WNALID RWC 1.0.

Cardi Active In Senate

conveniently located right behind our
friends at Ace Radiator, by Almeida Apts.

Cynthia Larson

156 Bayview Avenue

RWC Student Senate President Steven
Cardi, a senior this year, who is currently
pursuing the Open Division Major, Construction Sciences, transferred last year
from Northeastern University, where he
was also involved in Senate Activities.
During Cardi's Junior Year, he was a
senator, assistant treasurer, and chairman
of the Appropriations Committee.
Cardi says, "When I transferred to RWC
I wanted to stay involved with the senate.
I felt that the experience I had at Northeastern, where the senate is very powerful,
along with my knowing the people I did on
the Board of Trustees here, and my willingness to help the college in any capacity
possible, would enable me to help RWC
continue to be receptive to its students."
Cardi continued, "When I became
Senate President, I didn't realize it would
be so much wor . The nly thin that really
bothers me about this job is that it doesn't
give me as much time as I'd like to put into my studies."
Cardi feels that his job is made much
easier by the support he receives from the
other Senate Members. He commented, "I
really love the people I work with, they are

SAT's
Chris Spaigbt
"Scholastic Aptitude Tests will not be required in the near and forseeable future except in certain areas such as engineering
and architecture," says RWC Dean Bart
Schiavo. "Seventy to eighty percent of the
students do submit them voluntarily, but
the eli I aluates the a plicant on the
basis of his high school transcripts."
When questioned on the value of SAT's,
Schiavo replied," About 90070 of the
students who attain good grades, also score
well on the tests. The grades themselves
give a fairer indication of the students'

allof~~~~~~I~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~

joy watching them work together."
~
The job of the Senate President, according to Cardi, really boils down to two
basic things, the first of which is representing the student body, and the second,
representing the college.
Cardi has recently been appointed to
RWC's Long Range Planning Committee,
which he speaks of as being a "personal
honor." This committee will be involved
in such things as updating the college's
goals, consideration of a Graduate School,
the size of the student body, environmental concerns, academic agreements with
other institutions, and construction.
Cardi is currently trying to attend various
Unit Meetingsto Inform students about the
services available to them.
"I am very interested in an individual's
opinion on anything," comments Cardi. "I
want to help them any way I can, or at least
tell them who they can go to."
"I really enjoy it," Cardi says. "It's a
nice feeling to be able to help people."

I
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a place to givethem greater recognition and
heightened visibility," said Stein.
On November 6, the Alpha Chi initiation ceremony for new members was held
in the library. There was a coffee hour
before the ceremony and a luncheon and
concert held afterward.
"There is a certain ceremony set by the
Alpha Chi society that we have to follow,"
said Haskell. "But Josh and the first officers of the RWC group designed the rest
of the day's events."
At the October 18meeting Karen Lopes
was elected Vice President, Susan Luce as
Secretary, Phil Meyers as President, Diane
Lind as Treasurer, and Jennifer Dutton is
Student Delegate.
Criteria to be accepted into Alpha Chi
is a Grade Point Average that ranks you
in the top 5% of your class.
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potential. There have been instances of
students who scored rather poorly on the
SATs and still made the Dean's list at
RWC. There is no absolute direct correlation between good test scores and good
grades. Attaining good test scores may just
indicate you test well."
He also added, concerning the fairness
of the test, "Ralph Nader has pointed out
certain problems in the SAT test that have
been known for years. That is why I think
the Adrni sions Director d n't li to go
by them. It 's very hard to try to predict the
success of a student at a collegeon the basis
of a one day test."
RWC willcontinue to accept students on
the basis of past performances in the
classroom and not on SAT test scores.
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Amott also critized the New England
state economic development commissions
and local Chambers of Commerce for supporting this structure, "I find it distasteful
when economic development has to sell a
captive, low-wage workforce."
Amott warned that the future employment outlook for women is grim, especially for minority and rural women.
"Although women will have an advantage in finding jobs in the 1980's as
America is transformed from an industrial
to a service-basedeconomy, the pay for the
new jobs will be low.
"The change will demand a growth for
jobs for secretaries, nurses aides, janitors,
sales clerks, truck drivers, fast-food
workers, waiters, waitresses and office
clerks.
"Since these areas of employment tend
to be dominated by women and the lowest
paying jobs, this growth is a mixed blessing for the women who get these jobs.
••Rather than concentrating on the issue
of whether men and women doing identical
work are paid the same, women's rights activists must change their focus to the issue
of whether women-and some mensimply are paid well enough .
"For example, nationally, there will be
a demand for an additional 500,000 nurses
aides in the decade and the currently median pay is about $9,000. That income
would be below the federal government's
poverty line if it were the sole income of
a single woman with three children.
"The promise of somewhat betterpaying jobs in the expanding high
technology fields also may be a hollow one.
Although the growth rate of high-tech
employment is very high, the number of
workers are relatively small. Whereas,
millions of new service jobs are expected

Advisory Commission on
Women in Rhode Island
~

The Advisory Commission on Women in
Rhode Island (AWC) will be celebrating its
13th Annual Meeting on Tuesday,
November 15 at the State House, where
Governor J. Joseph Garrahy will host a
reception and present his goals for meeting
the needs of Rhode Island women. During
the program, Rhode Island women elected
to office will be given special recognition .
Claudine Schneider, U.S. Congresswoman
and Susan Farmer, R.I. Secretary of State,
will provide greetings followed by Rep.
Maureen Maigret and Senator Lila
Sapinsley who will introduce R.I. 's women
legislator s.
The event begins at five o'clock with the
Governor 's Reception where cocktails and
a !ight buffet will be served. The program
wJ!I commence at six o'clock with a dessert
buffet to follow. For reservations, send a
$15 donat ion to the Advisory Commission
on Women at 220 Elmwood Avenue Providence, Rl 02907. For more info~ation
call 277-2744.
"President Ronald Reagan is Enemy No.
One for Women's Rights Movement" said
Theresa Amott, a labor economist at the
University of Massachusetts and keynote
speaker at the Annual Conference of the
New England Association of Commissions
for Women (NEACW) held in Montpelier,
Vermont this week. "Reagan gave every
member of his staff a copy of Wealth and
Poverty, a book which blames the women's
labor force for the problems of the
economy. The real problem is that women
are exploited in the labor market because
they are underpaid and undervalued."

VILLAGE TOYOTA • PEUGEOT

to have been created between 1980 and
1990, only 133,000 high-tech jobs are expected. While the average high-tech job pays about $11,000, many of these jobs will
result in workers exposed to hazardous
substances or low-level radiation from
video display terminals.
.. A the same time labor-saving
technology is resulting in the loss of middlelevel management jobs in which women
have been making gains. We have to be
careful tht the high-tech boom doesn't
eliminate the very jobs we're trying to
obtain."
Getting back to politics, Amott suggested
that women have just begun to show their
political strength as a voting block. "Now
women should begin to demand better
jobs, better pay, child care, equitable
benefits and better conditions."
.. An economic action plan to improve
the economic status of women was
developed by the New England delegates,
which included a resolution to support
strong federal economic equity legislation
as well as a denouncement of increased
military spending at the cost of human
needs. Representing Rhode Island at the
NEACW Conference were Commissioner
Marguerite Beaubien, who also is Secretary
to the National Assocation Advisory Commission on Women in Rhode Island
(ACW).
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The National Research Council announces the 1984 Postdoctoral, Resident,
and Cooperative Research Associateship
Programs for research in the sciences and
engineering to be conducted in behalf of
19 federal agencies or research institutions,
whose laboratories are located throughout
the United States. The programs provide
Ph.D. scientists and engineers of unusual
promise and ability with opportunities to
perform research on problems largely of
their own choosing yet compatible with the
research interests of the supporting
laboratory. Initiated in 1954, the
Associateship Programs have contributed
to the career development of over 3800
scientists ranging from recent Ph.D. recipients to distinguished senior scientists.
Approximately 250 new full-time
associateships will be awarded on a cornpetitive basis in 1984 for research in
chemistry, engineering, and mathematics,
and in the earth, environmental, physical,
space, and life sciences. Most of the programs are open to both U.S. and non-U .S.
nationals, and to both recent Ph.D. degree
holders and senior investigators.
Awards are made for one or two years:
senior applicants who have held the doctorate at least fiveyears may request shorter
tenures. Stipends for the 1984program year .
will range from $24,500 a year for recent
Ph.D.s up to approximately $50,000 a year
for senior associates. A stipend supplement
up to $5,000 may be available to regular
(not senior) awardees holding recognized
doctoral degrees in those diciplines wherein
the number of degrees conferred by US
graduate schools is significantly below the
current demand . In the 1983program year
these areas have been engineering, computer science, space-related biomedical
science, and petroleum-related earth
sciences.
Reimbursement is provided for allowable
relocation costs and for limited professional travel during tenure. The host
laboratory provides the associate with programmatic assistance including facilities,
support services, necessary equipment, and
travel necessary for the conduct of the approved research program.
Applications to the National Research
Council must be postmarked no later than
January IS, 1984.Initial awards will be announced in March and April followed by
awards to alternates later.
Information on specific research opportunities and federal laboratories, as well as
application materials, may be obtained
from Associateship Programs, Office of
Scientific and Engineering Personnel, JH
608-DI, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20418, (202) 334-2760.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Surroundings
continued from page 2

Grenada
continued from page 1.

One place that provides services as well
as a social center is the International Club .
Located in the International Center next to
the Student Union, the club has several
committees that plan activities for the coming year. Two presidents are elected at the
beginning of the school year and serve for
one semester apiece . The president for this
term is Imad Malaeb, a Junior who recently
transferred after two years at Northeastern
University.
"Coming from a large university like
Northeastern, what I like most about Roger
Williams is the small classroom size. This
creates an informal atmosphere that makes
it easier to learn," said Malaeb. "Also, you
are able to get to know the teacher and can
go to him or her any time for help. When
you're at a college with ·200 or so people
in a class, that's hard to do."
According to Malaeb, there are about
two hundred foreign students at RWC,
counting part-time people. Of these, sixty
or so belong to the club with about twentyfive very active members. There are many
events being planned for the coming year.
"The speakers committee has sent invitations to President Reagan and Philip
Habib," Malaeb said. "We would like
them to come and speak on several issues,
including the Middle East. Hopefully, they
will decide to come."
There is also a sports committee which
is iIi ~ process of putting together a soccer team from among the foreign students.
They eventually hope to be able to play
other school teams, local as well as
international.
. Among the activities coming up. very
soon is a Nation Night Dance Festival on
November 18.· This will feature a belly
dancer, Greek and Indian dancing along
with a disco contest for all RWC students.
"There will be a $200 prize for the winner as well as a lottery drawing. We have
talked to a couple of local dealers and with
luck we will have a car as the prize,"
Malaeb said. "There is going to be a
Thanksgiving trip to Montreal which is
open to all students, along with a Bazaar
. sometime in December," he added.
The other committees include the
Finance, Interschool, Organizing and
Students Union Committees. These are all
designed to help foreign students with any
problems they might have at RWC, plan
and finance upcoming projects and provide
a link with foreign students at other
schools. "This is the first time in two years
we have had the International Club," emphasized Malaeb. "Although some people
didn't think it would work after the last
time, we decided to go ahead and give it
a try . Hopefully, we can provide enough
social acti vities as well as make this a place
where the internat ional students can feel at
home."

photo by Barbara 'Young

FORMER RWC CAGERS
TO BE HONORED
By Timothy Towey
On Sunday, November 13, former RWC
standouts, Dwight Datcher, Ralph Roberti, and Eddie Randolph, will have their
numbers that they wore throughout their
basketball careers retired. Also being
honored on Sunday, the 1973-14 RWC varsity squad, the only team from RWC ever
to reach a national tournament; the NAJA
finals in Kansas City, MO.
. Three players to reach the lOoo-point
mark in their careers, Larry King, Harold
Metts, and Kevin Winne, will alsoshare the
spotlight of the day.
That afternoon, a game between the current RWC squad and recent graduates will
be billed as the FIRST ANNUAL R we

ALUMNI GAME.
The ceremonies will get underway at 1:30
and tip-off for the game will be at 3:00. The
RWC Athletic'Dept. extends invitation to
the entire student body and promises that
the afternoon will be most enjoyable.

BALZANO'S
Pizza & Grinders
WE DELIVER
56 Hope Street • Bristol, R.I.
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HOURS:

\
Monday - ctoseo
Tuesday - 10-5
Wednesday - 10~5

with the rest responding that the U.S.
should be tougher, always dea ling with
c adversaries from a position of stre ngth.
The final Question was "Should the U.S.
break international law to ach ieve objectives considered vital to its inter ests?" Over
two-thirds said "No", the rest said " Yes" ,
with a small group of "Maybes". Interestingly enough, only about on e-third of
those who said "No" to number six were
against the invasion of Grenada with the
rest giving their approval. Of th ose who
supported last week's military action in the
Caribbean, roughly one-fifth still felt that
Reagan's Foreign Policy was confrontational, although the rest were either
satisfied or desirous of a stronger stance.
Student sentiment ran heavily in favor
'of the Reagan Administration's foreign
policy in general, yet with serious doubts
about American forces in the Middle East.
The Questionnaire also showed that a large
number of people were against the government breaking international - w. Those
who were in favor of brea .
ternational
law gave reasons ranging fr
American
lives who were in immediate
ger to the
fact that "all countries do,
. lly the
I Soviet Union."

RWC Equestrian Coach and Instructor Michaela Scanlon, rides Chaz, the colleges most
recent addition. The team sees a lot of potential in Chaz who bas already proven to be
an asset.

DODD
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Thursday - 10-5
Friday - 10-8
Saturday 10-5
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SPORTS
An Early Game
Of Ultimate Frisbee
By Jobn Hircbak
Dawn struggled through the shades and
spilled sunlight allover my bed. It was early, too early, but the Frisbee Gods were
calleding, whispering, "It's time for you
Flying Wazoo Trenchmen Hecklers to
awake to the 1983 Sectionals." Indeed it
was too early.
It was time for the North Eastern
Ultimate Frisbee Sectionals. This year the
tourney would be held at Brown University in Providence. Crown Royal, the makers
of that all but delicate whiskey, would be
sponsoring the event which proved to be
exciting and almost euphoric.
This tourney is run by the new founded
Ultimate Players Association (UPA) in
which there are over 750 teams registered
out of the three thousand in the country.
The winner of this event would proceed to
U. Mass. at Amherst. The winner of that
tourney, which consisted of all divisional
champs, would then proceed to South
Carolina for the next event. From there it's
off to Georgia and the winner there flies
to California for the Rose Bowl Championship. In our division we have the country's
leading ultimate team, the Rude Boys. With
the dream of winning an all expense paid
trip, courtesy of Wharn-o, to California,
each player on each of the three thousand
Ultimate teams wants to be in the best
shape.
Anyway, we're back to dawn and I'm lying in bed trying to figure out why I'm getting up so early. After a quick shower and
seven cups of extra strong coffee, I'm closing my front door when I realize just what
I am doing. So the car's freezing and Jazz
After Hours is still on BRU, I get a piece
of sleep stuck in my eye, almost sideswiped
trying to get it out and I arrive on campus.
Due to a Grateful Dead show in Hartford , we are missing a few players. We
manage to get eleven ready and on the way
out of campus we wake another player
who , "forgot the tourney was this week."
Mickey-D's is just as gruesome as it ever
was for a quick breakfast. We decide that
from now on we're going to switch to BKing .
So we're on our way again , three cars,
one a VW Bus, racing around the back
streets o f the world's smallest city, all saying, "I think it's this way." Naturally we're
all wrong and it takes some old blind man
to show us where we are going. And so we
pull into the parking lot, each one of us saying, "If you listened to me we would have
made it," with the exception of Chuck
Fergeson
who
kept ,
saying ,
" Yeah ... Right. "
Sixteen teams were expected to show up .
We were told that we had some time so we
assumed a field and began practicing . We
decided it would be a good idea if we set
up a quick o ffen se zo ne since we only had
5 substitutes. We got a really nice one going which would permit us to milk the disc
up the field slo wly without any excessive
running. This would prove to be beneficial,
until some misfortune set in on the team,
but that comes later.
Well, two hours passed and we had been
practicing for quite some time. The captains' meeting began around ten o'clock
and we were told which teams would play
first. The UPA passed about ten new rules
which teams would be responsible for
remembering and enforcing. Frisbee is a
game of trust and unlike any other sport,
we don't have referees. It was now legal to
throw a goal from an out-of-bounds position, there was no picking, and an individual was only allowed a 12 second
possession time (changed from 15 seconds
last year).
Our first game was against the Big Bad
Bears. They weren't a college team, so right
off we knew the guys would be older, more
experienced and a much tougher opponent.
We were ready, I think.
The game began on a bad note. Within
the first few minutes two Bears players collided and one broke his ankle. Fortunately for the Bears they had about ten
substitutes left. The game ended a Bears
victory (The Flying Wazoo Trenchmen
Hecklers scoring one less point in the second half than the Bears) and so the story
goes.
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Managers,
Statisticians
Needed
The 1983-84 basketball season
is fast approaching for both the
men and women at Roger Williams
College: As is the case each season, both programs need the services of official scorers, managers
and statisticians. Anyone interested in volunteering their services
for the upcoming season are asked to contact Assistant Athletic
Director Joel B. Dearing or Sports
Information Director Manny Correira in the Athletic Dept. office.
Also, manager, statisticians and
student trainers are needed for
the RWC hockey team. Anyone interested should contact Mr. Dearing or Mr. Correira as soon as
possible.
Our team won a rest as the Bears and
Brown went at it for the next game on our
field. This was a decent break for us, for
not only were we able to take a breather,
we were also permitted to observe' the
Brown Defensive zone in action. They were
our next rivals. So during this break' I'll
take the time to explain the game of
Frisbee.
"The competition is intense but rarely
malicious. One of the most unique aspects
of Ultimate is that a referee is not required
to officiate the game. The players control
the game and call their own fouls on the
honor system. This creates an etiquette and
"spirit of sportsmanship" not found in
many other sports." This was how a
representative of Crown Royal so delicately
described the sport.
There are two seven-person teams on a
rectangular field, 70 yards long, 40 yards
wide with two 25 yard end zones. The object of the game is to score as many goals
in two 30 minute periods as possible. It is
a catch-stop-throw game. Play is continuous until a score occurs. During play
you may not substitute.
Anyway, the Bears beat Brown (say that
three times fast, backwards) and it was our
turn to play the hosts of this event. The
game began with intense excitement drawing frisbee fans from all over the campus.
There were times when Brown would run
frantically only to have a Heckler catch the
pass and there were times when a goal for
RWC was taken away by an awesome dive
from the opponents. At half time it was 8-7
Brown.
We were pumped. The game was going
well, there were fans and we were all in a
"Frisbee" state. Half-time was brief and
play resumed. The seco nd half exploded
with a long point underway. Defense was
awesome on both teams and it was getting
tiresome as the play continued. Plenty of
time passed before there was any score. The
score slowly moved up to 9-8 still in
Brown's favor. At this time there was much
ugliness. A throw from a Brown teammate
caught some wind a nd daring (stupid) little article writer over here decides he can
catch it. Unfortunately. there was a guy on
Brown wtlo thought the same thing to
himself. So we met at full speed, an elbow
in the face, a crash, crack and snap of two
bodies exerting too much force upon one
another, and a result of one "me" lying on
the ground trying to figure out why there
were more stars in the sky at noon than
there were the past night at midnight. So
the guy from Brown who thought he could
catch the Frisbee did and the guy from
RWC who thought he could catch the
Frisbee, didn't. Instead it was a trip to
Rhode Island Hospital for fear of having
a broken neck (but only getting a crooked
nose). After the accident it seems that
another teammate from RWC, twisted his
ankle. This cnly left two subs which
naturally just isn't enough.
So Brown won 15-14 and the Hecklers
dispersed to that small town just before the
Mt. Hope Bridge. This is, everyone but me.
I was sitting in the hospital thinking 1 may
have a broken neck saying, "Why the hell
did I get up so early?" Ah, maybe in the
Spring fella's.

RWC Sailing Team

photo by Mark Mulone

SAILORS NOW NINTH
by Carolyn Habn

The RWC sailing team is currently ranked ninth in New England. Since the opening of the season, which began in
, September, members have put a lot of time
and performance in each race. It has been
hard work for the Hawks to come this far.
The sailing team is a varsity sport and
sails against the better schools such as: BU,
URI, Brown, MIT, Tufts, Harvard,
Michigan, Notre Dame, Navy, Suny and
Kingspoint. These schools are all Division
I.
The team practices in Bristol, on the
docks of the Blythewald Mansion, located
on Route 114.
The team has no coach, only team effort
is involved, however, they are backed by
Hector Massa, the Director of Athletics.
The team is funded by the college, owning six boats that are DC's (Designer
Choice).

So far this season, the sailing Hawks
have competed in nine races, never
finishing out of the top five.
The Hawks have taken first place three
times. The first race was held on September
10, against rivals Boston University and
Tufts. The victory was led Anthony Cappola, Mark Knappe, Steve Braese, Dave
Braese, Dave Eggleton and newcomer Reggie Willcocks.
The Hawks second win was held on October I, at the Donaghy Bowl in Worcester.
The third race was won on October 16, at
Boston U. by Reggie Willcocks, Christine
Wotton, Steve Braese and Dyane Schleher.
The Hawks competed on October 29 and
30 with eight other entries in the Schell
Trophy Championship. The Schell Trophy
event will determine the 1983 fall champion
of New England and will be held at MIT.
RWC has never competed for this event
before. This is the first time the Hawks
have been ranked among the top ten teams
m ew Eland .
"I am very proud of the team, we have
come a long way this season," said Captain Dave Eggleton.

nd Prize:
10 Day Trip for 10 Lucky Students
to Daytona. A ! Expenses Paid. ..
Includes Meals. Hotel, Travel
VIP Guest Experience,

FIRST PRIZE:
Two Wtnd Surfers

SECOND PRIZE:
Two Home Comp uters

THIRD PRIZE:
100 ' Skoal Bandi!" Racing Jackets

--.
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Pick Up Your
SPRING FLING
Entry Blanks
At Odz & Endz
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Great Expetations
By Andrew DeMelia

awe Soccer Team

The RWC club football team was
defeated 20-12 October 12 by Assumption
College, but the score doesn't reveal the accomplishments made by the Seahawks.
Head Coach Joseph Almeida explains,
"It was a tough loss, we had more yardage
than them." The Greyhounds produced
timely scoring drives in the third quarter.
"It was a back and forth game," says
Almeida, but Assumption emerged
victorious.
Almeida pointed ut that this team
"reached their peak against Assumption,
but it's the middle of the season."
Although the Hawks defense gave up twenty points, they've played well throughout
the season. Almeida passed it off, saying,
"they have to break down sometimes." His
major concern was the offense, who began
to generate some solid yardage when "they
got the show on the road."
Behind the offensive success was the
Hawks only scorer against the Greyhounds.
Runningback Andy Vollaro achieved two
goals with one run in the second quarter.
He rushed for this first of two touchdowns,
while reaching the 1000yard career rushing
mark. Andy needed only 12 yards to
become the first player in RWC football
history to accomplish this. He expanded the
record by gaining 40 yards rushing, as well
as a second touchdown in the fourth
quarter.

photo by Mark Mulone

SPECTACULAR TURNABOUT
by Timothy Towey
No one else, outside themselves, knows
what happened on that particular Sunday
night, but whatever went down-their
games took a turn for the worse.
After the first four games of the 1983
RWC soccer season, the team record was
1-2-1. Not too impressive if you asked
coach Robert Frye. But, as it turns out,
RWC is taking its 14-5-2 record with them
to the playoffs.
"It was Columbus Day weekend, and the
team captains called my house and told me
'coach, stay home tonight, because this
team is too unorganized to playas a team.
We'll have to smooth things out between
ourselves. By Monday we'll be ready to go.'
So Bob Frye stayed at home that night.
He knew that each of his players (not a
senior among them) had a few things to get
aquainted with, not to mention a ball and
a goalie net.
For the next six games, following the
team "meeting", RWC consecutively
shutout-Bridgewater, Franklin Pierce,
Salve Regina, RIC (Homecoming), New
England College, and Lyndon St. Their
record shot to 7-2-1, as Scott Mcaskill and
Jeff Hershberg combined for 540 minutes
of unscored upon soccer.
The duo playing in front of the goal, captains Mike Patrie and Steve Pazdar, have
developed a completmentary style. These
two defensemen keep each other in steady
contact for the full 90 minutes, giving the
defensive squad great depth.
But in soccer, defense is only half the
game. And the Hawks attack can attest to
that statement. This year's club has scored
57 goals in 21 games, a new school record.
Coach Frye explained his team's
tenacious offense. "This year's team is going out to each game and giving a full 100%
effort, and the fact that we're playing as
a single unit is even better."
On most teams around the league,
substitution of men only goes as far as
removing 3, maybe 4, of the original starting 11 men. RWC this year is rotating a
series of up to 20 players per game. Frye
explained, "I find this essential, that we
revolve different match-ups of attackers to
confuse the defense ."
A demanding player at sweeperback is
Mark Coleman. "Mark sets the pace of offense, and sets the tempo of the attack"
added Frye.
The play of "work-horses" Billy
Handlen and lain Davis, creates scoring
chances for shifts of John Gammon, Rich
Louge, Will Castillo, John Zahos, 'and

Steve Hesse. These players have combined
to score for an average of 2.9 goals pergame. Almost one goal per-period. The
Hawks have outshot their opponents by a
3 to 1 margin.
When RWC wants to pour on its barrage
of scoring threats, Mike Clinton does his
thing. By scoring 22 goals and adding 13
assists this season, Clinton has set a new
school record for most goals scored in a
season, most assists in a season, and for
most points total. Mike Clinton is also
ranked nationally in the NAJA, tied for
14th in the nation for points total, 16th in
goals scored, and 18th for assists.
Mr. Frye pointed out, "I have mainly
Engineering and Architecture majors, and
this poses a problem on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, because the labs that are being
taken run to about 5 o'clock in the afternoon. We have been practicing at some
really bizarre times, just trying to roundup a full squad."
Frye went on, "What I have is a group
of young men who pace themselves with.
hard work. They are determined to win a
championship. One thin,g's for sure, there's
no spirit lacking here or on the field. WI!
are working in unison."
When asked what was sparking this successful campaign, Frye said, "Our increasing fan support, we have great
cheerleaders, and of course the Hawk
himself. "
The RWC Hawks have kept the ball rolling. Positive things are continually happening, coach Fry added," Things like beating
Western New England College (RWC's
first opponent in the playoffs) and Nichols
College, two teams we have never beaten
before, gave us support for this team's
morale."
With a healthy Schoo Mcaskill (bringing
his 1.7 goals against avg.) in goal, the
"stingy" defense of Mike Patrie and Steve
Pazdar causing havoc to opposing team's
offensive strategy, and the "boot" of Mike
Clinton, RWC has the combination for
success, for the time being.
,
To coach Bob Frye, who passed 50
coaching victories, in this his 5th season as
RWC soccer coach, this team, I would label
opportunists. All they have to do is want
it bad enough."
• RWC-is seeded No.1 in the upcoming
playoffs, and their first opponent is a tough
Western New England College. The Hawks
have home field advantage for this game.
From the Messenger staff, good luck to
coach Frye and the 1983 team.

Hawks Cagers.
Hopeful in '83

•

Dearing's Girls
Playoff Bound

by ADdy DeMma

By Timothy Towey

The RWC basketball team will begin the
1983 season on November 18 and 19 at the
Barrington College "Tip-off" Tournament, with many successful factors to look
forward to, including the new Paolino
Recreation Center.
Head Coach Mike Raffa is looking forward to the teams' new home. Raffa says,
"It's a place to call home because it's on
campus." The team had played previously at St. Andrews School in Barrington.
Sports Information Director Manny Correira agrees, "It's the first chance in school
history for the basketball team to play on
Campus."
.
"It'll be positive playing in the new
facility," according to Raffa. It should at.tract more students to cheer the team on
at home games, and the team will actually
be at home.
Raffa is expectant of his "nucleus of
returning lettermen," He feels he has a
respectable team with players such as Steve
Lawton, Mark Ferdando, Sal Sciaretta,
Tom Barnes, Stacey Battle and Alton
Lucas. Both Lawton and Scieretta are aiming for 1000 career points this year.
Last year the team posted a 13-12record
in the standings. "We'll be looking for a
couple more victories this year. We'd like
to stay over 500," Correira added.
Raffa is hopeful of his team as a whole.
He explains, "every coach is confident
when their record is still 0-0.

Congratulations are in store for the
1983-84 Women's Volleyball team for being ranked fourth in the eight-team Fifth
District of the NAJA, This y , RWC
team has tu eil ast season's -14 league
standing around in the direction of 18 wins
and 9 losses.
The team's effort has earned them a
berth in the NAJA Playoffs. Their first opponent will be the University of MainePresque Isle, a team like RWC, also looking to win a championship.
For third year coach Joel Dearing, this '
season has been very beneficial. For the
first season, his team was housed in the
Thomas J. Palino Recreation Center. This
is one reason for success. The new facilities
are just what the doctor ordered. "This
building has great qualities, such as the
lighting. There is no more blinding glare
when the ball is in flight, and the ceiling
is much higher than most gyms that we play
in," said Dearing.
For Coach Dearing, Thursday's drubbing of Cape Cod Community (15-1, 15-0,
15-3) was just the appetizer. Coach Dearing went on to explain, "Maine-Presque
Isle and Johnson State are two good teams,
but we have beaten them this season, and
they beat us."
A bright spot for Mr. Dearing is that
seven out of eight starters will be back next
year, including Sharon Castelli and Debbie Konuch.
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Intramural Footballers going at it

Almeida is already contemplating next
year. He said of Vollaro, "He's only a
junior, he'll be back next year." Andy has
had some setbacks due to injuries. "He's
been hurt in his legs, and that doesn't help;
they're a vital part of a runningback's
. ability."
Almeida is using this year as a stepping
stone for the future. Coming into the
season as a first year head coach, he has
had to build a new staff, and is trying his
"best to better last year's record." Since
the University of Hartford forfeited due to
injuries, the Hawks now hold a 3-4 record.
That ties last year's mark at this point, and
Almeida is working on a 5-4 overall record.
Almeida has set goals for next year since
the Hawks are improving. He says, "My
goal is to make the play-offs next year,"
by winning at least seven games. "We have
to be as organized as possible," to fulfill
that goal.

